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Abstract: This work presents how a digital identity management system can support food supply
chains in guaranteeing the quality of the products marketed and the compliance of the several supply-
chain’s nodes to standards and technical regulations. Specific goal of this work is to present a system
that provides full visibility of process/food certifications, which nowadays are issued by accredited
and approved certification bodies (issuers) and delivered and stored in paper version by the several
participants (holders) of the supply chain. The system is designed and implemented by combining
the latest most innovative and disruptive technologies in the market—Self Sovereign Identity system,
Blockchain, and Inter Planetary File System. The crucial aspects that it aims to hit are the storage
and access of food/process certifications, and the proper eligibility verification of these certifications
exploiting the concepts of the Self Sovereign Identity-based models. The proposed system, realized
by using standards that are WWW Consortium-compatible and the Ethereum Blockchain, ensures
eligibility, transparency, and traceability of the certifications along a food supply chain, and could be
an innovation model/idea that the companies that adopt the Open Innovation paradigm might want
to pursue.

Keywords: self sovereign identity; blockchain; food supply chain; food/process certifications

1. Introduction

Today, in an increasingly globalized world, companies connect ever more closely
to their customers and partners around the world. Companies expand beyond national
borders, aiming for continuous improvement and for increasing the trust and loyalty of
their customers. They standardize their processes/procedures in such a way to be able
to guarantee their customers to work methodically to achieve a specific result, so that the
quality of the products marketed can always be guaranteed. In addition, they increasingly
use certifications as direct or indirect guarantee tools in supply chains.

For a company, having one or more certifications means being visibly placed on the
market, being considered a reliable company, entering supply chains, and being able to
export its products. Certifications help to simplify the production and to minimize the risks
and consequences associated with them. Having a certification implies the implementation
of strict controls in internal processes, the monitoring and verification of processing meth-
ods and compliance with hygiene requirements along the entire production chain. Behind a
certification there is a Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) system, proce-
dures to define precise processing standards to be followed and a document management
system that allows companies to manage, organize, share, and archive documents/files.

Food/process certifications are not mandatory but they are increasingly requested
by the market [1,2]. They give to companies a competitive advantage in the sector in
which they operate. The certifications allow to assess compliance with the requirements on
food safety, quality and legality and are essential for companies to be able to operate in
international markets, where each country operates according to its own current legislation.
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Thus, given that for the food industry there are not standards valid around the world, it is
very useful to own more than one certification.

These certifications help to guarantee and increase trust and transparency to con-
sumers, but also to suppliers, according to their target. There are certifications created to
“communicate” with the final consumer, the so called Business to Consumer certifications and
certifications created to “communicate” with the Large-Scale Retail Trade, the so called
Business to Business certifications.

Food certifications are third-party verifications that products, processes, or systems
in the food supply chain must meet to satisfy food standards [3]. By means of these
certifications, a third independent party, which can be for example a certification body, a
test laboratory, a certification center or a calibration center, certifies with a sufficient level of
confidence that a particular product, service, or process complies with a given standard or
technical regulation. This is a typical third-part model, in which if an/a actor/participant
along the supply chain wishes to own a certification has to start a request process to obtain
the desired certification signed by a trusted authority. On the other side if a participant
along the supply chain wishes to verify the validity of a given certification, to ascertain
that the certification is issued by a trusted body, he/she has to start a verification process
that could take hours or days since food supply chains are hardly digitalized and food
documentation are typically stored on paper or private databases [4,5]. In light of these
considerations, our research question is that of studying and analyzing whether the SSI
concepts applied within a supply chain ensure eligibility, transparency, and traceability of
the certifications along the chain.

This work deals with the storage and the retrieval of food supply chain certifications,
and presents a system in which the validity of all certifications owned by the several
participants along the supply chain is verified against a decentralized and trusted registry
of information.

Specifically, we present a Self Sovereign Identity (SSI) system that relies on the
Blockchain technology and, by means of smart contracts, implements both the certifi-
cation registry and the logic to verify the validity of a certification. The certification registry
creates a binding between a certification, its owner, its issuer, and its associate off-chain
location. Thus, it maps each certification by an identifier to an interplanetary file system
(IPFS) storage location, hence to an IPFS hash. Every time that a participant along a supply
chain needs to obtain a certification signed by an authorized body, he/she has to complete
an off-chain procedure, as we see in detail in Section 3 The Proposed SSI System. If the
procedure is completed successfully, the body/issuer creates a certification, and registers,
into a blockchain, a cryptographic proof of the certification’s issuance, together with the cer-
tification’s ownership, the status of the certification, and the off-chain location in which the
complete and plain text of the certification can be inspected by a human or by a computer.

Let us conclude this section underlining the link between our work and the so called
open innovation paradigm. Open Innovation is a paradigm that states that to implement
new technologies and business opportunities, companies can and must make use of both
external and internal ideas, so as to reduce the risks and costs associated with innovation
and share the benefits. Our work, which includes first of all the model proposal, and
then a possible first implementation of the model, could be an innovation model/idea
that companies in the agrifood sector, which put Open Innovation at the center of their
strategic choices, could adopt/ pursue. Within the SSI model each certification can become
a verifiable attestation/presentation, hence also a food certification could be dealt as
verifiable attestation and be used within a given food supply chain to add value to the chain.
Of course maybe only in future we could see complete SSI model in which individuals
share their data by using verifiable attestations/presentations.

2. Review

Globalization has significantly transformed the agri-food sector and provenance,
quality, transparency and safety have become key concepts within food supply chains.
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Today the agri-food supply chain is operating in a market characterized by different
quality standards and by subjects with different interests that, to remain competitive on
the market, increasingly retain the consumer, looking for tools to make the production
process transparent, since consumers are increasingly attentive to the origin and the quality
of the products they buy. In addition, due to the numerous episodes of fraud and food
counterfeiting, today more than ever there is a need for efficient coordination between the
operators involved in the supply chain, and for new management models that can lead
to a reduction in the management costs that companies have to bear to comply with the
various international regulations aimed at protecting health and safety.

2.1. Certifications in Food Supply Chain

Let us start with the definition of supply chain and food product.
As defined by S. and Meindl [6]

. . . a supply chain is a sequence of processes and flows that take place within and
between different stages and combine to fill a customer need for a product. . . The
processes in a supply chain are divided into a series of cycles, each performed
at the interface between two successive stages of a supply chain. Given the
five stages of a supply chain (Customer, Retailer, Distributor, Manufacturer,
Supplier), all supply chain processes can be broken down into the following four
process cycles: Customer order cycle, Replenishment cycle, Manufacturing cycle,
Procurement cycle. Each cycle occurs at the interface between two successive
stages of the supply chain. Not every supply chain will have all four cycles
clearly separated. For example, a grocery supply chain in which a retailer stocks
finished-goods inventories and places replenishment orders with a distributor is
likely to have all four cycles separated. . .

A cycle view of the supply chain clearly defines the processes involved and
the owners of each process. This view is useful when considering operational
decisions because it specifies the roles and responsibilities of each member of the
supply chain and the desired outcome for each process.

As regards the definition of food, at a European level, a food product is first of all a
food and as such it must respond to the basic principles of this type of good which are
expressed by Regulation (EC) 178/2002, which involves the entire food chain including the
primary phase (Ref. https://ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries_en (accessed on
15 November 2021)) upstream and the final market downstream.

According to article 2 of the aforementioned regulation, food is defined as “any
substance or product processed, partially transformed or not processed, intended to be
ingested, or which is reasonably expected to be ingested, by humans”. To be marketed,
food products must comply with a canon of legality, which includes safety for the health of
consumers and technical compliance with current regulations in terms of identity, process,
and communication, which must meet the requirements of truthfulness and loyalty.

Having respected the mandatory configuration of the food products defined by this
regulation, it is possible to add voluntary requirements. These additional requirements
must not conflict with the mandatory standards and must be substantial and objective to
pursue the quality of the product. So, pursuing the product quality to increase it is therefore
intended as an addition of requirements to those defined by the mandatory regulation.

The pursuit of quality requires a precise and specific management that goes from
planning to implementation, by the definition of methods, rules/procedures that have to
be adapted to the real needs and business reality. A method that aims at the continuous
improvement of processes and is at the same time a continuous guarantee of quality, is the
Deming cycle. It is based on four moments—Plan, Do, Check, Act, (PDCA cycle)—and
aims to promote a culture of quality to obtain continuous improvements of processes and
the optimal use of resources [7].

Within a quality system we find the standards that define the requirements to be met,
and the certifications that certify that the requirements are actually met. Certifications

https://ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries_en
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are issued by third parties completely independent of the company that, after precise
and accurate certifications processes, certify that a product, service, process, or company
complies with the specified requirements. The certifications are divided into mandatory
and voluntary [3,8]. The former is regulated by laws enacted at a national or community
level; the latter is freely chosen by the company and, in any case, they refer to quality
systems based on rules of a legislative nature, or on rules of a technical nature. The
mandatory certifications are certificates that a company is forced to obtain to be able
to operate. For example, the certificates that define the use of a valid plan self-control
and implementation of the HACCP plan to reduce the risk of food contamination are
mandatory certificates.

The certifications can then be classified as product or process certifications. Product
certification tends to enhance and differentiate certain qualities of a product food. Instead
process certifications have as their object the production phases, which carry out the
transformations and/or the sale of products or services, and often have the purpose
of ascertaining a hygienic-sanitary quality. They attest the ability of an organization to
structure and manage its resources and production processes to ensure, for example, the
hygienic and sanitary quality through traceability systems and HACCP methodologies.

Among the main voluntary certification standards [3,9] there are:

• ISO 9001 describes the organizational structure, procedures, processes, and resources
necessary to implement quality management in a company [10].

• ISO 22000 is specific for food safety, and is applicable to all companies involved in
the agri-food chain. This standard establishes the Prerequisite Programs (PRP), which
integrate with the HACCP principles. These programs are all those prerequisites
and activities to be implemented to maintain a hygienic environment throughout the
agri-food chain, capable of producing, managing, and supplying products that are
safe for consumption.

• ISO 22005 certifies traceability in the food and feed chain. Organizations wishing to
enhance and communicate the origin of the products and raw materials used often
resort to this certification.

• IFS FOOD (International Food Standard) differently from the aforementioned stan-
dards is a product certification, that is, it certifies that agri-food productions are carried
out guaranteeing food safety and the healthiness of the products marketed [11]. For a
company to be certified IFS it must perform an accurate risk analysis (microbiological,
biological, chemical, physical, allergens), know, evaluate, and control all its suppliers,
both of raw materials and of primary packaging and material in contact with Foods.

• BRC GLOBAL STANDARD offers a set of guidelines for the production of safe food
and for the management of product quality, to fully meet customer expectations. The
main purpose of this standard is to strengthen and promote food safety throughout the
supply chain. The standard applies to food processing and preparation companies and
identifies the specific elements of a management system focused on the quality and
hygienic-sanitary safety of products, which take as reference the HACCP methodology
for the planning and the implementation.

IFS and BRC are recognized by the Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI), which is
a nonprofit foundation created under Belgian law in May 2000 to address the issue of
differences in standards on a global scale and reduce resultant audit inefficiency. All the
voluntary certifications, described above, guarantee an independent and reliable assess-
ment of a company’s food safety systems, given that the appropriate checks are performed
by certification bodies external and independent of the company.

2.2. SSI, Blockchain and IPFS

Recently, many research papers investigated Blockchain’s potential in combination
with Internet of Things (IoT) [12–18] and/or with distributed systems such as IPFS [19–24],
for enhancing the integrity, auditing, information flows, and traceability of the supply
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chain, and contributing to scalability, security, and interoperability of the supply chain
management systems.

In this work, we propose a model that exploits Blockchain, IPFS, and the SSI concepts,
thereby aiming at superior management and storage of the food/process certifications. The
model is conceived in such a way to be easily integrated, in the near future, into complete
and functioning SSI systems, in which each individual manages their entire identity, and
all their claims, independently, without relying on a third party. Let us give some details
about this new identity management system (ref. https://ecas.ec.europa.eu/cas/login
(accessed on 15 November 2021)and [25]), that entails (may entail) numerous advantages
in the supply chain management.

Traditionally, the identification of people is performed through centralized systems,
that uniquely identify and store people’s data. Nowadays, thanks to digital transformation,
data represents individuals, and the data owner no longer has control over their own data
(Ref. https://www.lifewithalacrity.com/2016/04/the-path-to-self-soverereign-identity.
html (accessed on 15 November 2021)). Whenever individuals use the network, by using
social networks or carrying out economic transactions, third parties the so called “service
providers” request them the “user authentication” to grant access to their services. In this
way individuals leave on the network virtual footprints, that are their digital identities. The
SSI models want to give back to individuals the possession and control of their data, and use
digital wallets as a possible solution to collect all the individuals’ data/attestations that each
identity can boast. Thanks to blockchain and/or other distributed systems, these models
could become a reality. Blockchain technology, and in general distributed systems, allow a
new form of identity management. Precisely they allow the management of the so called
decentralized identities (DIDs). A decentralized identity is a set of characteristics/claims
that uniquely define natural persons, legal entities or things.

Unlike conventional methods, a DID remains under the control of the individual. In
this way, personal data are solely owned by the individual and are not registered with
other parties. In addition, with encryption, the individual can demonstrate possession
of the claims/attestations without sharing other information that is not strictly necessary,
and thus ensure maximum respect for their privacy. The concepts of Zero-Knowledge
Proof and Selective Disclosure, are focused both on the principle of data minimization
and are used to reduce the exposure of individuals’ personal information. So with SSI, the
individual returns to having full control over their own identity, deciding if and which
attributes/claims to make available to external parties.

The European Blockchain Services Infrastructure (EBSI) (EBSI is a network of dis-
tributed nodes across Europe that will deliver cross-border public services.) works on
the implementation of an European Self-Sovereign Identity framework (ESSIF). This
working group drafted the technical specification of this framework and describes it
through a very explicit UML (unified model language) class diagram, which shows
that each entity can have multiple DIDs, and verifiable IDs, attestations, and presen-
tations, see Figure 1 (Extracted from the EBSI’s technical specification in web site https:
//ecas.ec.europa.eu/cas/login, (accessed on 15 November 2021)).

https://ecas.ec.europa.eu/cas/login
https://www.lifewithalacrity.com/2016/04/the-path-to-self-soverereign-identity.html
https://www.lifewithalacrity.com/2016/04/the-path-to-self-soverereign-identity.html
https://ecas.ec.europa.eu/cas/login
https://ecas.ec.europa.eu/cas/login
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Figure 1. SSI data model proposed by EBSI.

This working group gives the following definitions to specify the parties and the
objects involved in the framework:

• Digital Identity: a Digital Identity—and corresponding identifiers (see DIDs)—allow
for unique identification of an entity within an SSI ecosystem, such as ESSIF. Also,
every entity (i.e., natural person, legal entity) can have multiple digital identities.
Simply speaking, Digital Identities require (a) identifiers (e.g., for discovery) and (b)
identity-related information about an entity, such as about individual attributes or
properties (see Verifiable IDs and/or Verifiable Attestations).

• Decentralized Identifier (DID): a DID is in its basic form/in principal and according
to SSI-principals nothing more than an address, which is mainly used to identify and
find other parties, establish relations and sessions to exchange data. Consequently,
a DID, viewed in isolation, says nothing about the respective entity with which it is
associated.

• Verifiable IDs: in contrast to a DID, a Verifiable ID contains information about an entity
which it can put forward as evidence of whom he/she/it is (comparable with, e.g., a
passport or physical ID card) and, thus, allows for identification and authentication.
A Verifiable IDs is issued by an entity, called an Issuer. The entity holding a Verifiable
ID is called a Holder.

• Verifiable Attestation: a Verifiable Attestation contains information about an entity
which it can put forward as evidence of certain attributes or properties, or as evidence
of e.g., a permit, attestation, authorization received. A Verifiable Attestation is issued
by an Issuer to a Holder. The terminological differentiation between Verifiable IDs
and Verifiable Attestations is purely functional, thus, no relevant differences on the
technical level are to be expected.

• Verifiable Presentations: an entity that was issued a Verifiable ID and/or Attestation,
should not share it directly with another party (which may need certain information for
conducting a transaction), called a Verifier or a Relying Party. To share the information
contained in Verifiable IDs and/or Attestations, an entity must construct a Verifiable
Presentation by transforming information from one or more underlying Verifiable
IDs and/or Attestations. Simply speaking, a Verifiable Presentation is identity data
(taken from Verifiable IDs and/or Attestations) that the Holder chooses to share with
a specific Verifier for a specific purpose.
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and adopted the following W3C specification as DID document features:

• Contexts: JSON-LD contexts define the terminology used to describe data, ensuring
that both producers and consumers of data have a shared understanding of the
semantics.

• DID Subject: this is the subject (individual, organization, thing, animal, etc.) identified
by the DID.

• Public Keys: Public Keys associated with a DID are a prerequisite for secure and
authenticated communication between DID Subjects.

• Authentication: the Authentication block in a DID Document simply references the
DID Document’s Public Key (see above) that is intended for proving control/owner-
ship of a DID. This is used when two parties (e.g., a Holder and a Verifier) connect
and exchange data and messages.

• Proof: this can be added to a DID Document to prove integrity or correctness or
other security and trust aspects of a DID Document. DID Resolution (obtaining a
DID Document for a given DID) is itself intended to be a trusted process; therefore,
explicitly adding a Proof object to a DID Document is not strictly required, but can
optionally be used to add data for additional trust characteristics.

• Extensibility: additional elements can be added to a DID Document with additional
metadata about the DID Subject.

On 3 June 2021 this working group made a proposal for an amending Regulation (EU)
No 910/2014 about the ESSIF [26]. The amending regards the legal effects of electronic
ledgers and may entail significant implications for all applications that make use, or may in
the future make use, of these registers. Specifically, as reported on page 43 of above quoted
work, the group write:

Legal effects of electronic ledgers:

1. An electronic ledger shall not be denied legal effect and admissibility as
evidence in legal proceedings solely on the grounds that it is in an electronic form
or that it does not meet the requirements for qualified electronic ledgers.

2. A qualified electronic ledger shall enjoy the presumption of the uniqueness
and authenticity of the data it contains, of the accuracy of their date and time,
and of their sequential chronological ordering within the ledger.

As already mentioned, in this work we present a system that manages the food/pro-
cess certifications in a decentralized public system within a SSI system based on the
concepts just described. Our system was designed exploiting the two main elements for
identity management, that are the decentralized registers and digital wallets as pointed
out by López [25] that we quote in the following:

“SSI leverages two essential elements for identity management: decentralized
registers of information and digital wallets. Decentralized ledgers: the SSI model
relies on decentralized registers of information, in which the proofs of ownership
of decentralized identifiers and the verifiable credentials are stored within a
decentralized ledger. Unlike the centralized, third-party, federated, and user-
centric models, which require the verifying entity to somehow reach out to
the issuer to verify digital credentials presented to them by the subjects, the SSI
model allows the issuer to leave all necessary proofs (cryptographic proofs such as
digital signatures and timestamps) in a decentralized public ledger so that anyone
can verify them against it. . . Digital wallets: digital wallets are portable and
secure personal repositories. Ideally in the form of a mobile app, they allow us to
manage our identifiers, authenticators, data, and verifiable credentials within our
phones, which are completely protected and under our control. We decide what
information we disclose to whom in the form of verifiable presentations. . . ”

Our work aims to manage the food/process certifications along the supply chain, and
is designed in such a way to be easily integrated in a supply chain management system
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in which both the identities of the participants, and those of the IoT devices, are a type of
DID. We propose a system characterized by the requirements of interoperability, portability,
pseudonymity, recovery, scalability, security, and usability, compatible or easily adoptable
to the standards of DIDs and verifiable credentials (VCs) under development by the WWW
Consortium (Ref. https://w3c.github.io/did-core/) (accessed on 15 November 2021).

2.3. Related Works

As regards the literature on this topic, recently Nguyen et al. [27] wrote a work
dealing with the problem of fake educational certificates in Vietnam and proposed a
blockchain-based authentication system to manage it, but without taking into account
the SSI concepts. They designed a complete system for the educational certificate man-
agement, including business processes, data mapping structure, and the decentralized
application, in such a way to meet the specific Vietnamese requirement. They tested their
system by using Hyperledger Fabric and deploying their dApp on the Amazon EC2 cloud.
Bouras et al. [28] presented a decentralized capability-based access control architecture
designed for IoT consortium networks to tackle for example data leakage and single-point
failure that are typical problems of centralized traditional access control schemes. Wein-
gaertner and Camenzind [29] faced the problem of Identity of the IoT devices whose reliable
identification is crucial, proposing an approach based on blockchain and decentralised
identifiers (DID); hence, based also on the concepts of SSI and on bootstrapping of remote
secure key infrastructures (BRSKI). Bartolomeu et al. [30] discussed the advantanges of
the SSI systems in combination with industrial IoT applications, and Niya [31] proposed a
Know Your IoT device platform (KYoT), which enables the self-sovereign identification
of IoT devices on the Ethereum BC applicable to use cases, such as supply chain tracing,
smart cities, and IoT data marketplaces. However, the proposed system is based on the
ERC 734 and ERC 735 Ethereum identity standards (Ref. https://hackernoon.com/first-
impressions-with-erc-725-and-erc-735-identity-and-claims-4a87ff2509c9 (accessed on 15
November 2021)) and so it is not compatible with the standards of DIDs and VCs under
development by the WWW Consortium (W3C). Liu et al. [32] proposed key management
patterns, decentralized identifier management patterns, and credential design patterns as
valid support in SSI management system design.

2.4. Food Certifications as Verifiable Attestation

Our SSI model aims to provide more transparency and traceability in the supply
chains giving to users/participants free access to food/process certifications issued by
authorized entities, which regularly monitor and inspect supply chain nodes, issuing,
revoking, and updating the certifications to ensure regulatory compliance.

Certifications are hence, within this system, verifiable attestations, and as such, they
can be modeled following the indications of the EBSI that proposes the format for Verifiable
ID and Attestation signed with a DID Key shown in Figure 2. This format is in according
to the DIDs standard developed by the W3C.

https://w3c.github.io/did-core/
https://hackernoon.com/first-impressions-with-erc-725-and-erc-735-identity-and-claims-4a87ff2509c9
https://hackernoon.com/first-impressions-with-erc-725-and-erc-735-identity-and-claims-4a87ff2509c9
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Figure 2. Format for Verifiable ID and Attestation signed with a DID Key.

So a Verifiable Credential is a file (The recommended formats for credentials are JWT,
JWS, and JSON-LD.) containing the following information (ref. work by López [25]):

• The context defines URI to identify terminology and protocols that allow parties to
read the credential. It enables different systems to exchange data with each other.

• URI to identify the credential type.
• URI to identify the issuer.
• Issuance date of the claim.
• URI (URI stands for Uniform Resource Identifier.) to uniquely identify the credential

and/or the subject of the credential.
• Cryptographic proof of the issuer.

The W3C specification provides that the data model can be extended. The following
features can be added as indicated in the work by López [25]:

• Claims data or metadata.
• Expiration conditions for defining when the claim is no longer valid.
• Location of the credential status.

In general, in an SSI model, it is recommended that the individuals/holders use
private repositories/digital wallet to store and manage all their credentials to guarantee
data protection requirements. Since our system aims to be as transparent as possible the
off-chain model was chosen to meet only transactionability and storage requirements.
The database chosen for storing the food/process certificates is the IPFS, that is publicly
accessible. The blockchain is queried for verification of the certifications. The subject and
issuer DIDs can be found and resolved in the blockchain registries, as well as the credential
status (certification status) and the identifier of the certificaton. The certification identifier,
that allows to access its location, as we are going to see in the next sections, is the IPFS hash.
In fact, when uploading a document on IPFS, the system directly computes and returns
the hash of the document and use it as a unique identifier to retrieve the document. We
implemented the proposed system using the Ganache tool to simulate a local Ethereum
blockchain so the queries for the verification of certifications do not generate transactions,
hence costs. In the future, when there will be complete and functioning SSI models, less
data may be stored in blockchain, as suggested by EBSI and López [25].
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All claims data, including the food/process certifications data, could be stored in the
same registry.

2.5. DID Standards and Platforms

We already mentioned that European countries constituted a working group to col-
laborate towards the realization of the ESSIF. In addition, many start-ups and enterprises
are currently exploring how to implement SSI solutions. We can quote some of the most
popular DID platforms, such as uPort, Sovrin and Civic, which are based on Ethereum, Hy-
perledger, and Bitcoin blockchain, respectively; the Bloom platform and the Ethereum stan-
dards, such as ERC735 and ERC734/ERC725 (Ref. https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/
issues/780, https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-1056, https://github.com/ethereum/
eips/issues/734, and https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/735 (accessed on 15
November 2021)) [33,34].

uPort consists of identity and messaging protocols that together form a layer of
interoperable identity for the decentralized web to return ownership of the identity to
the individual (see web site https://www.uport.me/ (accessed on 24 September 2021)
and [33,34]. It is part of the Decentralized Identity Foundation (DIF), which is a working
group created to establish a very simple, common framework for making claims about
identities using different kinds of decentralized technologies, and hence, blockchain and
nonblockchain technologies. uPort uses ERC1056 and ERC780 as standards. Specifically
it uses ERC1056 as DID standard, and ERC780 as standard for claims registry. uPort
architecture is W3C compatible, hence it complies with the universally accepted standard
and allows for two types of claims: on-chain (using ERC780) and off-chain (using Json Web
Tokens, JWTs) Braendgaard [35]. Any address, wallet, or identity is compatible with the
ERC1056. It is not necessary to create a contract to access the benefits of the DID.

Sovrin is a standard for identity, solving endless passwords, insecure databases on
the internet, and building a user-friendly digital identity as the analog identity, such as
driver’s licenses and ID cards (see web site https://sovrin.org/ (accessed on 15 November
2021) and [34].

Civic is an identity ecosystem decentralized, which allows the user to create the their
virtual identity and store it together to personal information on the device. Verifications are
made using selfie and Optical Character Recognition (see web site https://www.civic.com/
(accessed on 15 November 2021)and [34]. Bloom is an end-to-end protocol for proof of
identity, evaluation risk and credit score so facilitating the issuing of loans. It is entirely
based on blockchain (see web site https://bloom.co/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)
and [34].

ERC 725/734 standard stipulates that only smart contracts can be identities. An
Identity is defined implementing ERC 725/734 standard and is identified by the address
of the ERC725/734 Ethereum Smart Contract. Claims instead are implemented by using
ERC735 Ethereum Smart Contract and are associated to a precise ERC725/734 identity. So
while ERC 725/734 incorporates everything into a single contract, uPort, which is based on
Ethereum as the just quoted standards, this realizes a levels architecture in which almost
any layer can be modified and updated without the need to have to update the contiguous
levels (ref. [35–38]).

Table 1 describes the comparison among the related works quoted in this section and
our. From the comparison the main novelties that emerge are the following.

• Our dApp is designed and implemented following a design method recently devel-
oped specifically for decentralized application accordingly to the software engineering
principles. It is the so-called Agile Block Chain Dapp Engineering (ABCDE) method.

• Our model exploits the public blockchain concepts in combinations with those of the
SSI to ensure eligibility, transparency and traceability of the food certifications along a
food supply chain.

• In our work, the food certification registry is implemented using ERC 780 standard,
hence using an Ethereum standard that, contrary to other standards, such as ERC734

https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/780
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/780
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-1056
https://github.com/ethereum/eips/issues/734
https://github.com/ethereum/eips/issues/734
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/735
https://www.uport.me/ 
https://sovrin.org/
https://www.civic.com/
https://bloom.co/
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and ERC735, is W3C compatible, so it complies with the universally accepted stan-
dards.

Table 1. A comparative table of related works.

Reference Design Method SSI Concepts BlockchainTypology Standards Study Case

Nguyen et al. [27] NA NA Hyperledger Fabric NA Fake certificate issues in Vietnam
Bouras et al. [28] NA NA BigchainDB JWT Waste management in a smart city
Weingaertner and Camenzind [29] NA A Ethereum blockchain JWT Devices’ Identity in IoT networks
Bartolomeu et al. [30] NA A NA NA Review and discussion of use cases
Niya [31] NA A Ethereum blockchain ERC734-ERC735 Know Your IoT device platform
Liu et al. [32] NA A NA NA Design patterns
López [25] NA NA NA NA Technical Report
Our dApp ABCDE method A Ethereum blockchain ERC1056 Food Certifications

3. The Proposed SSI System

The proposed system is a decentralized application (dApp) designed for Ethereum
blockchain and the storage of the files on the IPFS external database. To design our dApp
we conceived the supply chain as a chain of nodes. Each node (holder) can require one
or more certifications to authorized bodies (issuers). Everyone (verifier) can access and
read all the issued certifications and verify their validity. Each entity involved in this
process, hence the nodes/participants in the supply chain, the certification bodies, and
the consumers of the final product in exiting supply chain, are identified by a precise
identifier, that is an Ethereum account, hence an address. If a participant, wherever they are
in the food value chain, desires to acquire a process/food certification, starts an off-chain
process/communication to ask authorized bodies to audit its processes and/or systems
against the requirements of that precise process/food certification. The certification body,
after audited the processes and/or systems of the node, has to issue a certification of
conformity to precise standards, and the participant has to sign and store it.

Precisely, our system works as follows:

• A supply chain’s participant asks an authorized body for a certification.
• If the performed audits by the certification body are successful, the body issues a

certification.
• The certification body stores the issued certification in the IPFS.
• Then, the certification body signs the hash returned by IPFS, together with the status

of certification and the name of the certification, and stores the signature and other
certification data on-chain.

• A verifier that desires to verify the validity of a certification has to perform precise
verification steps following the same scheme used to construct the signed data.

3.1. Methodology

Our dApp was developed applying the ABCDE method [39], that is a software devel-
opment process specific for dApp. This process defines the steps needed to implement a
dApp. It entails the definition of the system’s goal, its actors, the system requirements, the
subdivision of the system in two subsystems, the off-chain (external subsystem, side-server
and/or side-client) and on-chain components (smart contract), and hence the design of
the two subsystems, making appropriate security assessments and following appropriate
patterns for integration and testing (see works [40,41] for more details about security as-
sessments and appropriate patterns). We implemented the on-chain subsystem in Solidity
language, and the off-chain in Javascript language, implementing a node.js application,
that uses web3.js for the interaction with the on-chain subsystem and a react application for
the interaction with the users (hence, the participants in the supply chain). We deployed
and tested our system on Ganache, a local blockchain.

The on-chain subsystem is composed of smart contracts that have to implement
the registry of the certifications and the needed logic to verify if a certification is valid.
To implement the certification registry we referred to the uPort project. Precisely, we
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referred to the Ethereum claims registry implemented by ERC780 (ref. https://github.
com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/780 (accessed on 15 November 2021)).

Through this standard, a public distributed registry for claims is implemented, and
all the on-chain claims can be found in this registry. The ECR780 provides an interface
for managing claims, defining the functions setClaim and setSelfClaim for adding claims,
getClaim for getting claims, and removeClaim for removing claims, and the type of the
several entities and objects involved. Precisely, this standard provides that issuer and
subject/holder are identified by a key, which is of type bytes32, and that the claims data
is stored as type bytes32. The standard provides also the issuance of two events ClaimSet
and ClaimRemoved to keep track of the claims issued and removed. The interface ERC780
above described provides the type bytes32 for the value parameter in the functions function
setClaim and function setSelfClaim, and encourages to set the key parameter, which is used to
indicate the type of claim issued, equal to the hash of the claim type, such as making the
function keccak256(‘Owner-Address’).

Our proposed certification registry has to allow certificate authorities to issue claim-
s/certifications for a precise chain’s participant. For the implementation of our certification
registry we used the type struct in place of the type bytes32 for the value parameter in the
functions function setClaim, that manages the storage on-chain of all useful data about our
food/process certifications (The authors of the ERC780 propose general entries to maintain
the code base simple and suggest the implementation of libraries for the conversions
between various solidity types. ); and we used as the key parameter the variable named
_IPFShash, a unique identifier as we are going to explain below.

The ERC780 provides that the identity of the claims’ issuer are recovered through
his/her address, msg.sender, to benefit from ethereums signature abstractions. In our system,
the issuer’s identity is recovered from the v, r, s signature parameters since our system
has the signature verification in the contract CertificationVerifier.sol. The logic to retrieve
the issuer’s address used to sign a given certification was implemented following the
procedure indicated in https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.8.4/solidity-by-example.html
(accessed on 15 November 2021).

3.2. On-Chain Subsystem

The on-chain subsystem is composed of two smart contracts, CertificationRegistry.sol
and CertificationVerifier.sol. Both smart contracts were written in Solidity code and deployed
in the Ethereum network. We assumed that each certification body takes care of the
deployment of the CertificationRegistry.sol smart contract, and of the publication of both
contract address and body address. The deployment of the CertificationVerifier.sol smart
contract and the publication of its address is edited by a single body. In this work to test the
proposed system we deployed the smart contracts in a local network, specifically Ganache,
by a node.js application.

In the following, the code of the two smart contracts above quoted is shown. The smart
contract named CertificationRegistry.sol (see Figure 3) implements a certification registry, in
which each certification is represented by a variable of type struct.

The struct defines five variables. Two variables of type address that define the issuer’s
(issuer) and the holder’s addresses (holder) of the certification. A variable named signature
of type bytes that contains all useful data to verify the validity of a certification. Finally, the
struct defines two variables of type string, certificationName that defines the type of the
issued certification and dataState that defines the state of a certification that can be Active
or Revoked. All other information related to a certification are stored in the IPFS system.

The CertificationRegistry.sol smart contract defines a mapping named registry to store
all certifications. Mapping in Solidity is seen as hash tables, hence it contains keys and
map each of them to a value. In our case, registry maps keys of type string to a value of
type struct, so IPFS hash to certification data. In the code the keys are defined through the
parameter _IPFShash that is the unique identifier of the certification. It is the hash that
allows to uniquely identify the file stored in IPFS, hence to retrieve a precise certification.

https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/780
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/780
https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.8.4/solidity-by-example.html
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Figure 3. Solidity smart contract CertificationRegistry.

The code shows how only the issuer of the certification can add/store a certification
in the register on chain. The contract defines a variable named owner of type address.
When deploying a contract, msg. sender is the owner of the contract. In our case, the owner
is the certification body. The variable owner will have the address of the owner of the
contract, hence of the certification body that originally deployed the contract. Through
the onlyIssuer() modifier, we control the behavior of the addCertification smart contract’s
function. This modifier allows only the contract owner to run the addCertification function.

The solidity code implemented for the CertificationVerifier.sol smart contract to verify
the validity of a certification is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Solidity smart contract CertificationVerifier.

A certification is valid if it is issued by an authorized body and if its state is Active. The
checkCertification() function implements the logic just described, while the certificationIs-
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Valid() and getRecoveredAddress() functions implement the logic to retrieve the issuer’s
address used to sign a given certification.

3.3. Off-Chain Subsystem

The off-chain subsystem of the proposed dApp is constituted by web applications
running on the browser. They are the grapghic user interfaces (GUIs), hence client applica-
tions that allow the participants/consumers to store/read/trace a certification and verify
the certification’s validity. We used a JavaScript library, precisely React, to implement the
GUIs. To interact with our GUIs participants/consumers must have Metamask enabled,
to be connected to an Ethereum network node, and to be able to manage their Ethereum
accounts, hence their private keys.

When a participant along the supply chain wishes to obtain a certification, they first
needs to communicate this request to the authorized bodies. This part of the procedure
is of course completely off-chain. The certification body performs the needed audits and
if they are successful, it issues the certification. More specifically, the certification body
creates a certification, hence a document containing all the useful information about the
performed evaluation process of the food/process quality. Then, it stores this document in
the IPFS and executes a Blockchain transaction to store all the useful information about it
in the certification registry, as described in the previous section. Finally, it passes the IPFS
hash returned by the system to the holder. This hash is the unique identifier (IPFShash) of
that certification in the system.

The following javascript code describes the steps performed by the certification body
to sign the certificate (Figure 5). The same steps have to be followed to construct the
verification process of the validity of a certification, as described in the smart contract
CertificationVerifier.sol that implements the logic of the verification process as illustrated in
the previous section.

Figure 5. Java code.

In our off-chain subsystem when a certification issuer wants to upload the file con-
taining the issued certification into the IPFS, he/she has to install the IPFS client program
and add the certification following the indicated procedure. Once the file is uploaded, the
IPFS returns its hash. The issuer shares this hash since only with this hash a participant in
the chain can have access to the file. Precisely the issuer shares this hash with its holder
and store it on-chain to share it with everyone. We designed two GUIs: one for issuers and
another for holders and verifiers. The first GUI allows to upload the certifications on the
IPFS network and on Ethereum blockchain on the certifications registry. In this first work,
the GUI is connected to an IPFS node via localhost, hence a participant that wishes to down-
load a certification, knowing the IPFS hash of the certification, has to be connected to one of
the IPFS gateways (https://gateway.ipfs.io/ipfs/+{IPFShash}#, accessed on 15 November
2021). The certification body runs the application the first time to deploy automatically the
smart contracts. Every certification body has its own CertificationRegistry.sol smart contract,
hence one contract for each body has to be deployed. Instead, the CertificationVerifier.sol can
be deployed only once, and can be used by every participant to verify certifications issued
by all the certification bodies.

By using this first GUI, issuers interact with the Certification Registry on-chain, and
upload the certification on the IPFS. They can select the file to upload on the IPFS and
can store on-chain the hash returned by IPFS after the storage of the file on the system, by
executing the CertificationRegistry.sol smart contract method named addCertification(). They
can retrieve some data about a precise certification upon setting in input the identifier of the

https://gateway.ipfs.io/ipfs/+{IPFS hash}#
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certification, that is the hash returned by the IPFS, as already mentioned, by executing the
CertificationRegistry.sol smart contract method named getCertification(). The certification
bodies can change the state of a certification. The state can be Active or Revoked as already
described, and the body has to put in input the value of the state and the identifier of the
certification. Hence, the GUI allows to execute the method named modifyCertification-
State(). Finally, the GUI allows to verify if the certification is valid or not, upon setting
in input the identifier of the certification, by executing the CertificationVerifier.sol smart
contract method named checkCertification().

By using the second GUI, holders and verifiers can get the certification’s data from
blockchain, and verify the validity of the certifications downloaded from the IPFS network.
The following lines describe the outputs of a nodejs application that performs the steps
envisaged by the first GUI (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Outputs of nodejs application.

First of all, the addresses assigned to the issuer, verifier, and holder are shown. Then,
the addresses of the deployed smart contracts, together with the contract owner addresses
are described. All data needed to prepare the signature, and to upload on-chain a certifica-
tion, follow. Finally, the results of the tests performed to verify the validity of the uploaded
certification and the correct change of the certification’s state are illustrated.
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4. Conclusions

Today, all the attributes that characterize any identity defining the so-called digital
identity are under the control of third parties, who are external to the entity to which they
refer. Web giants like Facebook or Google became the keepers of our digital identities.

The identity management system known as the SSI model was born from the need
to have greater awareness of the processing of our personal identities and the protection
of related data. In this model, technologies such as distributed ledgers, Blockchain, and
IPFS allow the development of systems for efficient management of digital identities, and
the user is at the center of their digital identity. The user can independently manage her
attributes through zero knowledge proof algorithms, deciding from time to time which
ones to share and with whom. In the SSI model, the user has a single identity, which is
associated with various attributes (called claims) by subjects called issuers. The attributes
can be verified in real-time and at any time by any person who has an interest (verifier).

SSI makes possible to develop and improve numerous applications/activities, which
are destined to evolve over the next few years as national and international regulations
provide a more precise and precise framework. Through the SSI systems it is possible
to manage many activities, such as the issuance of an identity document or a university
degree, without the need for intermediaries to certify the identity of the owner and the
integrity of the digital document issued.

In this work, a system based on the concepts of the SSI is proposed to manage
certifications along the supply chain. The proposed system assumes that the user (holder)
requests a quality certification for their product/process, and that a certifying body issues
a certificate by storing it in the IPFS and storing only some key information on the chain.
Specifically, the information that allows a verifier to verify the validity of the certification
that is stored on the chain. The system automatically manages the recovery of certificates
and the verification of their validity. In future, the proposed system may be easily modified
to be integrated into a real complete SSI system that manages all claims belonging to every
individual.
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